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WELCOME



SMSDeals is a premier provider of communication solutions
based in Delhi, India, offering a comprehensive suite of services

to businesses and organizations. Specializing in bulk SMS
services, SMSDeals caters to the diverse needs of its clients,
providing promotional SMS, transactional SMS, international

SMS, and more.
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SERVICES
OF OUR COMPANY
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PROMOTIONAL SMS
These are messages sent with the intent of
promoting a product, service, or offer. They are
typically used for marketing purposes.

BOOK NOW

www.smsdeals.co.in/promotional-bulk-sms
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INTERNATIONAL SMS

This service allows sending SMS messages
internationally, catering to businesses with
a global audience.

BOOK NOW

www.smsdeals.co.in/international-sms
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TRANSACTIONAL SMS

These messages are sent to customers to convey
information necessary for using a product or service.
They are often used for sending alerts, reminders, or
updates.

BOOK NOW

www.smsdeals.co.in/international-sms
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SHORT CODE 56161

Short codes are shortened phone numbers used for
sending and receiving SMS messages. They are often
used for marketing campaigns or interactive
services.

BOOK NOW

www.smsdeals.co.in/short-code-56161
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THE ADVANTAGES
OF OUR SERVICE

SMSDeals offers cost-effective, reliable bulk SMS solutions for
businesses in Delhi, India, ensuring seamless communication,

enhanced customer engagement, and targeted marketing
campaigns."

SMS DEALS.CO.IN
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NUMEROUS
ENTREPRENEURS
TRUST US

SMSDeals earns the trust of countless entrepreneurs for their communication needs.
With a strong reputation for reliability and innovation, we've become the go-to choice for
businesses across various industries. Our commitment to delivering exceptional bulk
SMS services, integrated API solutions, and unmatched customer support has solidified
our position as a trusted partner. Join the ranks of satisfied entrepreneurs who rely on
SMSDeals for effective communication strategies and unparalleled service
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PROBLEMS ARE
IMMEDIATELY
SOLVED
At SMSDeals, trust is paramount. We
prioritize swift resolution of issues, ensuring
that problems are promptly addressed and
resolved to uphold our clients' satisfaction.
With our dedicated support team, we
guarantee immediate attention to any
concerns, fostering trust and confidence in
our services.
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With a focus on trust and reliability, SMSDeals
ensures precision and efficacy in targeting
your desired audience. Our solutions prioritize
concentration, guaranteeing that your
messages reach the right recipients at the
right time. Trust SMSDeals for heightened
accuracy and engagement in your
communication strategies.

MORE TARGET
CONCENTRATION
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Our Company Website
www.smsdeals.co.in

+91-9810699052
Our Company Phone

Our Company Email
sales@smsdeals.co.in

 A - 19A , 3rd Floor, Mayapuri Industrial 
Our Company Address

OUR CONTACT

tel:9810699052
mailto:sales@smsdeals.co.in

